Feminist Duration: A Reading Group on Feminisms, Consciousness-Raising and Leave-Taking

Tue 01 Mar, 7pm at SPACE Mare Street

In the next meeting of the Feminist Duration Reading Group we will put into practice one of the ‘affidamento’ (entrustment) exercises developed by the Milan Women’s Bookstore collective in the 1980s. We will follow instructions provided by the artist Alex Martinis Roe. Alex led a two-day workshop Our Future Network in December 2015 as part of the ‘Now You Can Go’ programme. Some participants from that workshop will be present to help to share these feminist practices.

The Feminist Duration Reading Group is open to all.

Please contact the Feminist Duration organisers for copies of a reading by Alex Martinis Roe to accompany the meeting: feministduration@gmail.com

The Feminist Duration Reading Group is open to all.

Please contact Persilia for directions persilia@spacestudios.org.uk
Now You Can Go
The Feminist Duration Reading Group on 1st December was the first in the Now You Can Go events series exploring feminist art, theory and activism that takes place across The ICA, The Showroom, SPACE and Raven Row in December 2015. Follow Now You Can Go on Tumblr and Facebook